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========= 1. Create and design your own CD/DVD covers. 2. Have fun designing with 4 templates for a quick and easy cover
creation. 3. Save covers as images. 4. Import your own images or choose from your images collection. 5. Export your images to
CD/DVD disc. 6. The program allows you to fill in the image files with text to complete the final design. 7. Include up to 5
pictures for the front and/or back of the disc. 8. The disc content can be viewed in picture or grid mode. 9. Click and drag to
create new areas and resize the elements. 10. A preview of the created disc will be displayed during the image preparation. 11.
Apply your custom theme. 12. In the bottom, you can watch a tutorial video and have a quick look at what the program can do.
13. If you want, you can use the built-in share tools to share your creations with others. 14. If you would like to, you can export
your CD/DVD covers to other image formats for printing. 15. You can export your work as a PDF document. Feature List:
============= 1. 4 templates with different themes: The following templates are included in this software: 1. Blue Theme 2.
Black Theme 3. Green Theme 4. Pink Theme 2. Import your own images or choose from your images collection. 3. Save covers
as images. 4. Export your images to CD/DVD disc. 5. The program allows you to fill in the image files with text to complete the
final design. 6. Include up to 5 pictures for the front and/or back of the disc. 7. The disc content can be viewed in picture or grid
mode. 8. Click and drag to create new areas and resize the elements. 9. A preview of the created disc will be displayed during
the image preparation. 10. Apply your custom theme. 11. In the bottom, you can watch a tutorial video and have a quick look at
what the program can do. 12. If you want, you can use the built-in share tools to share your creations with others. 13. If you
would like to, you can export your CD/DVD covers to other image formats for printing. 14. You can export your work as a PDF
document. 15. Text can be
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CD/DVD CD/DVD cover designer. Uses the Smart Design engine. Supports changing the border and text color. Ability to select
a specific color, as well as the text and background color. Borders, objects and borders can be designed freely. Ability to create
and place stickers and logos. Ability to insert texts, pictures, and other objects. Ability to customize the border in an infinite
number of ways. Ability to create boxes and envelopes. Ability to insert images and shapes. Ability to change the text and
background color. Ability to customize the border and the text in an infinite number of ways. Ability to place text, shapes,
pictures and other objects. Ability to create and place stickers and logos. Ability to insert texts, pictures, and other objects.
Ability to customize the border in an infinite number of ways. Ability to create boxes and envelopes. Ability to insert images
and shapes. Ability to create and place stickers and logos. Ability to insert texts, pictures, and other objects. Ability to customize
the border in an infinite number of ways. Ability to place text, shapes, pictures and other objects. Ability to create and place
stickers and logos. Ability to insert texts, pictures, and other objects. Ability to customize the border in an infinite number of
ways. Ability to create boxes and envelopes. Ability to insert images and shapes. Ability to create and place stickers and logos.
Ability to insert texts, pictures, and other objects. Ability to customize the border in an infinite number of ways. Ability to place
text, shapes, pictures and other objects. Ability to create and place stickers and logos. Ability to insert texts, pictures, and other
objects. Ability to customize the border in an infinite number of ways. Ability to create boxes and envelopes. Ability to insert
images and shapes. Ability to create and place stickers and logos. Ability to insert texts, pictures, and other objects. Ability to
customize the border in an infinite number of ways. Ability to place text, shapes, pictures and other objects. Ability to create
and place stickers and logos. Ability to insert texts, pictures, and other objects. Ability to customize the border in an infinite
number of ways. Ability to create boxes and envelopes. Ability to insert images and shapes. Ability to create and place stickers
and logos. Ability to 1d6a3396d6
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=========== Designed by NitroSoft and programmed in C#, DisnovaDesigner uses the same basic graphical user interface as
other NitroSoft products and builds on this user interface, to make it easier to create your custom CD/DVD cover.
DisnovaDesigner supports most all of the popular media types.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ... More detailed description of each feature can be found in
the help file included with the program. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Features:
========= Support for most popular types of CD/DVD covers Cuts and pastes images from various sources (bmp, gif, jpg,
png, tiff, etc) Option to choose from a variety of industry standard fonts Customize buttons and fields using HTML markup
Automatic alignment of text and images Keeps layout, content, and CD/DVD cover on the page Ability to move the content and
images from one page to another Multiple background options Customizable custom background images Customizable
background colors Built-in document template management Built-in customizable document editing Ability to import custom
font file Allows to preview the resulting document before final printing Options to control the printing process Support for
printing in both black and white and colored printing Full printing preview and print preview Ability to choose paper type
Ability to choose paper size Ability to choose paper orientation Ability to change paper feed direction Ability to change paper
feed speed Ability to print in landscape or portrait mode Ability to print double-sided Ability to print in booklet mode Option to
choose from a number of border styles Ability to insert blank pages Ability to print a cover and the inside cover Ability to print
a cover and insert blank pages between both covers Ability to print a cover and a blank page between covers Ability to print
multiple copies of one cover Ability to choose from a number of paper stocks Ability to choose from a number of paper sizes
Ability to choose from a number of paper types Ability to change paper size Ability to choose from a number of paper feeds
Ability to choose from a number of paper feed directions Ability to change paper feed speed Ability to print in four-up and two-
up Ability to choose a particular page layout Ability to choose a particular page position Option to print a cover and the inside
cover Ability to save CD/DVD cover files Option to design and print a single-sided CD/DVD cover Option to print a single-
sided cover and

What's New in the DiscWrapper?

DiscWrapper is an easy-to-use application with a user-friendly interface that will help you design and create CD/DVD covers
with ease. It comes with a few templates, and it supports standard CD-DVD, slim CD-DVD cases and disc designing.
Depending on the case there are pages where you can place labels and images according to your preferences. Adobe Acrobat
Reader is a free, universal application which can be used on all Windows platforms to view and interact with most types of PDF
files. Adobe Acrobat Reader allows you to read, edit, sign, encrypt and comment on PDF documents. Adobe Acrobat Reader
Description: Adobe Acrobat Reader is a free, universal application which can be used on all Windows platforms to view and
interact with most types of PDF files. Adobe Acrobat Reader allows you to read, edit, sign, encrypt and comment on PDF
documents. PPSSPP is a PlayStation Portable emulator. It runs on Windows XP/Vista/7/8, and requires a PSP ROM, a
firmware 3.x or newer and the necessary hardware to make it work. It includes an integrated image viewer. PPSSPP
Description: PPSSPP is a PlayStation Portable emulator. It runs on Windows XP/Vista/7/8, and requires a PSP ROM, a
firmware 3.x or newer and the necessary hardware to make it work. It includes an integrated image viewer. ScreenSquid is a
free screen capture tool with features that will turn any computer into a web camera. It allows you to capture images, videos,
games and web pages with minimal user interaction. It is a powerful tool that is ideal for showing off your creation or for long-
term archiving. ScreenSquid Description: ScreenSquid is a free screen capture tool with features that will turn any computer
into a web camera. It allows you to capture images, videos, games and web pages with minimal user interaction. It is a powerful
tool that is ideal for showing off your creation or for long-term archiving. Antivirus free combines the power of real-time
protection with spyware and adware scanning and automatic removal of malware. Antivirus free Description: Antivirus free
combines the power of real-time protection with spyware and adware scanning and automatic removal of malware. Tetris is a
puzzle game developed by Alexey Pajitnov. The game debuted on Nintendo's Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) on
September 12, 1984. The goal of the game is to eliminate all the bricks by line-dynamically setting the brick in order. Tetris
Description: Tetris is a puzzle game developed by Alexey Pajitnov
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System Requirements For DiscWrapper:

OS: Mac OS X 10.10.x or later Processor: 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 or later Memory: 4 GB RAM (8 GB for OS X Yosemite)
Graphics: 64 MB video card or better Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 5 GB available disk space Accessories:
USB keyboard and mouse Additional Requirements: Internet Connection: Internet connection Software Requirements: iTunes
10.2.0 or later, or an app that can manage your videos in iTunes
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